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With your existing 
radios, do you use a 

repeater?

Yes

No

Contact your KENWOOD Authorized Distributor for more information.

Follow the next steps to discover the right radio for your requirements. 
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How big is the area you  
need to cover?

For the best coverage, we recommend 
digital radios, with up to 20% better range. 

Actual radio coverage will vary, depending 
on your location, the type of facility and 

other factors.

1K to 150K sq. ft.

160K to 250K sq. ft.

250K to 400K sq. ft.

Recommended radios: PKT-23K, TK-3230DX

Recommended radios: NX-P1202/1302, NX-P500
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Does the area where 
employees will be using 

radios contain combustible 
gas, fibers or dust?

Yes

No

Intrinsically Safe (IS) rated radios must be used in these areas to protect 
employees. We recommend the TK-2360ISV16P, TK-3360ISU16P, NX-
240ISV16P or NX-340ISU16P.

You can use whatever radio is suited for your coverage and other 
requirements.
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How many unique 
channels will you need?  
Generally, channels are 

assigned to different work 
groups, like security, 

maintenance, etc.

1-4 channels

Up to 6 channels

Up to 16 channels

Recommended radio: PKT-23.

Recommended radios:  TK-3230DX or the NX-P500K.
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Does your business 
primarily operate indoors or 
from building to building on 

a campus?

Yes

No

We recommend UHF radios

We recommend VHF radios
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What Radio is Right For Your Business?

Now that you know which ProTalk radio is best for your business, contact your local KENWOOD dealer to do a free site survey. You will be 
able to test both analog and digital radios. This will let you hear the high audio quality and decide for yourself. You can try out headsets, 
shoulder mics and multi-chargers and see how those accessories will benefit your operation. We will make sure that the radios will 
integrate with your existing radios and demonstrate how ProTalk radios will enhance your safety, security and efficiency every day.  

Recommended radios: NX-P1200/1300, TK-3400U16P, TK-3402U16P, 
TK-3360ISU16P (Instrinsically Safe), NX-340U16P.

Recommended radios: NX-P1200/1300, NX-P1202/1302, TK-3400U16P, 
TK-3402U16P, TK-3360ISU16P (Instrinsically Safe), NX-340U16P.


